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I don’t know about you, but I’ve been missing the world … a lot. Over the last few
months, I have found myself daydreaming about my next, great adventure,
waiting for the day to put plans into action. Well the moment has finally come to
leave normal behind and get back to amazing! We are ready – and excited – to
invite you back to the world of travel !
So we have gotten started, and have taken our first group to HAWAII. This month
we are sharing some of this magical island life that YOU TOO, can experience.
HAWAII is OPEN

Oahu

Hawaii is made up of several
islands. If you never visited, we
suggest to visit Oahu first to get a
feel for the culture and cuisine.
The Hawaiian Islands were
formed by such a hot spot occurring
in the middle of the Pacific Plate.
While the hot spot itself is fixed, the
plate is moving. So, as the plate
moved over the hot spot, the string
of islands that make up
the Hawaiian Island chain were
formed.
Waikiki Beach has a strip of
entertainment, excitement, hotels
and global restaurants.

Leighs - Flower & Wood
A welcome greeting in Hawaii upon
arrival are Leighs made of flowers or
shells or nuts. Leighs are also used to
celebrate many occasions, such as
Graduation.

Waikiki Beach is almost entirely manmade. The sand is replenished every 2
years.

Text Link

With the beach directly across the street,
we had lots of beach time. The Hotel
supplies Beach towels and bags, and a
wonderful Sanitizer help items. (Sanitizer,
gloves, masks, etc.)

Customer Service is one of the ultimate
focus areas that we have experienced
here. Thanking Alesa & Yumi for their
enthusiastic efforts. Yumi is from Texas
and has been with the hotel for 9 years.
Alesa has been at the hotel for 3 years,
and is a hometown girl from Honolulu.
Having a caring team, is why people
come back to visit.

Customer Service at its Best!

Traci & Cindy serving the flow of NEW
guests to the Aston Waikiki Beach
Tower Hotel.
The staff says the favorite time of year
is summer & fall, due to the many
festivals.
Ho 'olaulea spring time festival, and
Honolulu Marathon in December, that
brings thousands to the island are
their more memorable times.
They love their jobs because of the
wonderful guests and colleagues. q

PlaceManager Traci greeted me as

we arrived, just as she did 3 years ago
on my last visit. She even recognized
my voice when I called prior to our
visit. r

Waikiki Beach - May 2021

Kalani has worked at the Aston Waikiki
Beach tower for over 27 years. With early
starts to the day at 5 am, everyone
enjoys being at the Hotel to help so
many.

Cultural & Culinary Experiences

SCOOP OF PARADISE

We had the honor of meeting
George D. who is originally from
Philadelphia, Pa. He came to
Honolulu about 15 years ago and
decided to stay. He now is part
owner of the Scoop of paradise ice
Cream shop that specializes in
Homemade waffles and Ice cream.

FOOD TRUCKS

Are a big culinary culture on the Island
of Oahu, on the North Shore. So we had
to make sure to get the famous
Giovanni's Garlic Shrimp! It did not
disappoint. Finger liking good.

Macadamia Nut Farm is a

wonderful cultural and tourist stop. The
store that began as a roadside vendor,
selling macadamia nuts, coffees,
chocolates & gift baskets also has daily
demonstrations of macadamia uses,
opening coconuts and other cultural
ways of life.

ʻō
is a building located in
downtown Honolulu, Hawaii, currently
used as the home of the Hawaiʻi State
Supreme Court. It is the former seat of
government of the Kingdom of Hawaiʻi
and the Republic of Hawaiʻi.
Located in the building's courtyard is the
famed gold-leaf statue of
Kamehameha the Great.
You may recognize the building as the
TV show, "Hawaii Five-0 headquarters "

Why do we Travel?
To get to know new places and new
cultures - always in search of that one
unforgettable moment. And we usually
find it off the beaten track, far from the
tourist hotspots.
Step away from the well-trodden routes
and immerse yourself in our local culture
as we set off together on a journey of
discovery through around the globe. The
weather is heating up and you have lots
of destinations to discover.
Video Link

American Dream
So you were a teacher, and now Hawaii has
captured your heart! Meet my friend Kina Neal
Kniesly, who is a phenomenal EDUCATOR,
turned Hawaiian Realtor and Entrepreneur
extraordinaire. It was so nice to see Kina on this
visit, as she continued to educate us on the
Hawaiian culture she and her husband Josh
have embraced. And then we learned about
the Elks club, what a historical lesson that was.
Kina Knisley shares her entrepreneurial spirit
educating clients and giving back to local
causes from beach clean-ups to homeless
communities.
After a career as a full-time teacher, Kina
Knisley started her real estate business Team K2
four years ago quite by accident when she
and her family moved to Hawaii.
Read More...

The National Television
Show, "American Dream",
highlights lifestyle and real
estate in Hawaii. This is
the first time they
highlighted Hawaii and
Kina knisley (KW) was the
first realtor to be profiled.

VIDEO

DELTA VACATIONS
Thank You to Delta Vacations for the
wonderful service. Starting with

reservations, flights and cultural
experiences. If you have some DELTA
SKY MILES, be sure to use them for
your next reservations.

SPAM

(Special Processed American Meat )
A hawaiian Delicacy was invented in
1937. There are 13 different types of
spam. Over 8 Billion cans of Spam have
been sold.
The true root of the island's love for
SPAM® products goes back to World War
II, when the luncheon meat was served
to GIs. By the end of the war, SPAM®
products were adopted into local
culture, with Fried SPAM® Classic and
rice becoming a popular meal.
Recipe: SPAM Loco Moco

ARIZONA Memorial
During the Memorial weekend Pearl
Harbor was a well visited location with
limited ticket access. Most Hawaiian
historical sights are Free of charge.

SPAM MUSEUM

Located in Austin Minnesota
"Live Museum Visit" Tues & Thur. 2 pm
Central - Tour HERE
Spam Restaurants: HERE
More Recipes: HERE

UPCOMING Eurway Tours
TRAVELS 2021-2022
August 2021 - Germany & Vineyards
September - Southern Germany, Austria,
Berlin, France cultural adventure
November - German Christmas Markets
December - German Christmas Markets
Skiing in Italy
March/April 2022 - Nepal / India
April 2022 - Germany & Spring Fests
August/September 2022 PASSION PLAY
On this road back to travel, we value flexibility more than ever! Flexibility and peace of
mind in bookings, knowing your plans are risk-free. Flexibility in tour safety protocols,
recognizing that your health is a top priority and the travel landscape is ever-changing
will assist in getting us all to travel again.

The LAVA-FLO
In Hawaii you'll find many drinks served
in the Pineapple itself.

drink is a combination cocktail of a
Strawberry Daquiri and a Pina Colada.
SO YUMMY!
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